Intro thingy

During the little riff solo part I think he just strums the A chord.

** I haven't figured out the little riff part... I believe it is somewhere on the E scale or pentatonic or somethin. If I figure it out, I'll fix it.

Verses..... (palm mute the 1st few times when they start singing 'toot toot' or 'woo' or 'scoot'...

** He plays some random notes up in the 17th fret area during parts of the song. Try to just play along with it.

After the whole gibberish part and stuff it goes back to this.
**then in between that stuff the solo is played. here it is. play it 2x. (twice)**

**then its back to this**

**then they play this little riff thingy (i cant seem to figure it out)**

****i hope you like it. i think i figured out the main parts. feel free to comment. have fun.**

/ slide up  \\
| slide down
h hammer-on
p pull-off
- vibrato
+ harmonic
x Mute note

I said HO!
I got this feeling and it's deep in my bah-tay (body)
It gives me wiggles and it makes my rump shake
I said HO!
If I should touch you, might be e-lec-tro-cu-ted
I said ho!
Deep in your body you will get your first taste HO!
And oh lord!
If I should touch you, won't know what has happened
You'll speak in tongues and you will feel your heart race
Oh lord!
You start to dance like it's all you've got to love for, oh lord
You'll speak in tongues now let me demonstrate baby